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A premium suite of 16 tools and utilities to perform several operations on PDF files.

â€¢ SPLIT - Split a PDF file into multiple documents by specifying page points, number of output files or number of pages per file.
â€¢ MERGE - Merge many PDFs into a single document.
â€¢ DELETE PAGES - Delete specific pages from a PDF file.
â€¢ EXTRACT PAGES - Extract specific pages from a PDF file. 
â€¢ LOCK - Add password to a PDF file.
â€¢ UNLOCK - Remove password from a PDF file.
â€¢ ROTATE PAGES - Rotate pages from portrait to landscape or vice-versa (90Â°, 180Â°, 270Â° clockwise)
â€¢ COMPRESS SIZE - Compress and reduce size of PDF documents.
â€¢ EXTRACT TEXT - Extract text from all or specific pages of the PDF into a text file.
â€¢ EXTRACT IMAGES - Extract images from all or specific pages of the PDF.
â€¢ IMAGES TO PDF - Create PDFs from images or screenshots.
â€¢ TEXT TO PDF - Create PDFs from text or html files.
â€¢ CROP PAGES - Remove irrelevant margins from top, bottom, left or right edge of the page.
â€¢ REORDER PAGES - Change order of pages in the PDF file.
â€¢ IMAGE WATERMARK - Add image watermarks. Scale image to different sizes and alter transparency.
â€¢ TEXT WATERMARK - Add text watermarks, headers, footers and even page numbers. Change font type and transparency too.

- Perform operations on password protected (encrypted) files.
- Change output folder for generated files.
- Open or Share the output files straightaway.


NOTE:  PDF compression highly depends on content inside the PDF. It may not work for all PDFs.

Please try the free (lite) version before you buy the PRO version.
Updated on
Apr 24, 2016
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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October 8, 2018
It's not reducing file size, it's scam
3 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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June 22, 2019
refused to update
3 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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September 1, 2016
Often use a comic book format, but when I want PDF, this is a great go-to suite. Does what it does well. Suspect some types of PDF compress more than others - flattening, for example. Otherwise, extract, with this, your pages, resize, and re-create, with this, your Acrobat file. That'd be smaller! This suite amazing on a phone - especially for the price. Try doing this on Windows this cheaply and well.
1 person found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


Access to sdcard now standardized and works across all devices. 
External sdcard support removed.
Updated storage permissions for Android 6.0
Watermark related bugs and crashes fixed.
Other minor bug fixes.
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